Lewiston-Porter
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vision
Our purpose is to ensure
that when
students
leave
All students
come
into our district
with personal stories,
Lewiston-Porter
they unique
will betalents, and
vast potential.
ready to face the
world with
They are in
supported
by a community
confidence
themselves
and that
values their voice, prioritizes their wellwhat they can
beingcontribute.
and prepares them
to graduate inspired and ready
to succeed.

While students are here they will
be challenged to grow along their
pathway and discover their
personal best because we promise
to give them our best.

One Purpose
We will support each learner in defining success in his or her own way.
By 2025
Starting
this year,
we will

Create a
portrait of
a Lewiston
Porter
learner

Explore
practices
in student
goal-setting

Families will
The district
Students will
better be able to
will track
regularly set
and meet their student growth understand how
their student’s
over time in
own academic
learning is
addition to
and personal
other measures growing over
goals
time

Establish
a district
report card

Your Pathway

We will design innovative learning environments that support learners in achieving their
personalized goals.
By 2025
Starting
this year,
we will
Create
Send staff
a pilot
on site visits
program for
to other
innovative innovative
teacher
schools
leaders

Our Promise

Establish
model
physical
classrooms

Students will be
better engaged
in what they are
learning and why
through more
real-world learning
experiences

Staff will be
trained in
innovative
learning
practices and
utilize them
daily

Learning
spaces will be
redesigned in
every building

We will build a culture and climate that supports the needs of all Lewiston-Porter community
members.
By 2025
Starting
this year,
we will
Develop new
Invest in
Investigate
professional protocols for
internal
development feedback and
structures
in building communications
around
meetings and staff culture to ensure all
voices are
committees to
consistently
ensure time is
heard
used purposefully

All students,
staff, and
community
members will
be positively
engaged in
the school
community

Staff will
report there
is a culture
of trust and
appreciation
among their
colleagues

There will
be clear
protocols for
communication
and feedback
across the entire
community

One Purpose. Your Pathway. Our Promise.
“I now have a clear
understanding of each of my
children’s learning goals and
access to individual data that
shows how they have grown
academically and are meeting
their full potential. I love that
the district values them for
their individual strengths.”
PARENT

“I don’t usually do well on tests. Even though I
understand and can explain what I know, I get
nervous and never finish on time. My school created
new ways I can demonstrate my knowledge and now
I’m on honor roll.” STUDENT
“I used to feel like just a cog
in the wheel — I had a lot
of ideas about how we could
improve as a staff but there
wasn’t a way for me to share
them without sounding like I
was complaining. Now I know
the district trusts me to try out
innovative new ideas and there
is a process for me to share
my feedback.” STAFF

“Wow - Social Studies class was
awesome today. When I put
on those augmented reality
glasses, it was like I was right
there when the Emancipation
Proclamation was signed. I can’t
wait to find out what happened
next.” STUDENT
“Sitting here on stage, waiting to hand Willy his diploma
— I reflect back and remember when we first started to
revise our Strategic Plan. We have come so far. So much
change. We have created a positive culture and climate
where we care about each other and listen to one another.
We collaborate and respect one another. We are grateful
for administrators who listen and provide us with the necessary
resources. Most importantly, we have all kept our promise to give our
very best, to every student, every day.” STAFF

Our Journey
M AY

We surveyed the
whole community
about strengths
and opportunities
for growth

S E P TEMBER
We researched
best practices in
strategic planning
and formed a
stakeholder
engagement plan

DEC EMBER

We analyzed
the stakeholder
feedback data and
formed focus
areas for further
exploration

2019

FE BRU ARY

We revamped our
district’s mission
and vision and
laid out what we
want to achieve
by 2025.

2020
JANUARY

AUG U S T

We formed a
strategic planning
steering committee
made up of diverse
stakeholders

OCTOBERNOVEMBER

We held focus
groups, 1-1
interviews
and shadowed
students

We re-engaged the
community for feedback
and ideas about redefining
student success, designing
innovative learning
environments, and how
to build staff culture
and climate.

MA RCH

We will launch
our strategic
plan with our
stakeholders and
begin the work
we’ve outlined for
year one of the
plan.

By the Numbers

1,000+

34

15

surveys
administered

focus groups &
1-1 interviews held

steering committee
members involved

4%

83%

77%

of staff feel
report card grades are
“very important”

#1

of secondary students
feel disengaged
in learning

of staff feel the
culture needs to be
improved

most important way to define student success is
“growth over time”

